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Our Learning Journey
We have set up a Science investigation to see
how conditions affect plant growth using
cress seeds. We are now surprised that the
unhealthy yellow cress has turned green and
cress that had begun to wilt and droop have
now recovered with a drink of water!!
We walked up to Jubilee High School to see
the dress rehearsal of Ali Baba and the Bongo
Bandits. We all thoroughly enjoyed it.
We learnt about Lord Ganesha and have
discovered why he is the form and size he is.
We have been learning about maps and how
symbols are used. We have created our own
map showing our learning.

We can hardly believe it - our year has
almost finished. The children say that they
have enjoyed the first day and will enjoy the
last day!!
Their highlights have been: making healthy
and unhealthy sandwiches, football literacy,
puppet making, cave painting, chalking
shadows, district sports, French and Italian
days, moving to free readers, Well-being
week, dinosaur finding, chocolate rocks, rock
investigations, all Roman learning, Boudicca
learning,
rugby
competition,
Smartie
fractions, making bracelets, visiting Butser
Farm, wooden spoon puppets, sewing a
Christmas decoration, quest stories, creating
a Bourbon biscuit Stonehenge, cake making,
growing cress and grass heads Really everything!!

Star Learners
Well done to all the children in Year 3. You
have all worked incredibly hard and should
be very proud of yourselves. Mrs Tuttle,
Mrs Matchett and I will miss all of you.
Some examples of our puppet
making: rod, string and glove

Reminders to Families
If your child still has any school
books, please could you make sure
they bring them back into school.

Thank you.

Grass heads
growing very tall!

More delicious
cakes to share!

